We propose a formal framework for extending a class-based language, equipped with a given class composition mechanism, to allow programmers to define their own derived composition operators. These definitions can exploit the full expressive power of the underlying computational language. The extension is obtained by two simple steps. First, meta-expressions, that is, (expressions denoting) class expressions, are added to conventional expressions. Then, such meta-expressions can appear as class definitions in the class table. Extended class tables are reduced to conventional ones by a process that we call compile-time execution, which evaluates these meta-expressions. This mechanism, which is trivial in itself, poses the non-trivial problem of guaranteeing soundness, that is, ensuring that the conventional class table, obtained by compile-time execution, is well-typed (in the conventional sense). This problem can be tackled in many ways. In this paper, we illustrate a lightweight solution which enriches compiletime execution by (partial) typechecking steps. Conventional typechecking of class expressions only takes place when they appear as class definitions in the class table. With this approach, it suffices to introduce a unique common type code for meta-expressions, at the price of a later error detection.
Introduction
Support for code reuse is a key feature which should be offered by programming languages, in order to automate and standardize a process that programmers should, otherwise, do by hand: duplicating code for adapting it to best solve a particular instance of some generic problem.
Two different strategies which can be adopted to achieve code reuse are composition languages and meta-programming.
In the former approach programmers can write fragments of code (classes in the case of Java-like languages) which are not self-contained, but depend on other fragments. Such
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The Appendix contains the proof of soundness.
Examples
In order to show how to use meta-programming as a tool for better composing software, we introduce a language allowing to compose classes by means of some operators. In such a language, a class declaration associates a class expression with the name of the declared class. The simplest form of class expression is the base class, that is, a set of field and method declarations. For instance, the literal { int answer() { return 42; } } denotes a base class declaring a single method named answer. In our example language, we can give the name C to that class body by writing:
class C = { int answer() { return 42; } } with the exception of the extraneous symbol =, this is the exact syntax that Java uses. Of course, here the symbol = can be followed by any arbitrarily involved class composition expression, in place of a simple base class literal.
Since our aim here is to explain how our approach works, rather than proposing a specific composition language, for simplicity we consider a very simple language offering just a single binary operator, extends, allowing to combine two classes in a way that should feel natural to Java programmers: the left operand extends, that is, overrides, the right operand.
For instance, writing
is equivalent to write:
To add a meta-programming facility to this simple language, we allow class (composition) expressions to be used as simple expressions of a newly introduced type: code.
For instance, the following program
declares two classes, C and D. The former, C, declares a single method named m, which returns a value of type code. This value, in turn, is a base class declaring the (non-meta) method 5 one. The latter class, D, is declared using an expression that has to be evaluated in order to obtain the corresponding class body. In this example, the body of D is the value returned by the method m of C, so this program could be equivalently written as:
class C = / * ...as before... * / class D = { int one() { return 1; } } One very basic use of this mechanism allows to obtain conditional compilation. For instance, in the previous example we could have written: code mixin(code parent) { return { / * ... * / } extends parent; } behaves like a mixin, extending in some way a parent class passed as argument.
Note that the code in the extension can select arbitrary fields or methods of the parent class. This is allowed because we do not typecheck a class expression until it is associated to a class name in the class table. This choice allows for an incredible leeway in writing reusable code, at the price of a late error detection. The situation is very similar to what happens with C++ templates [11, 9] .
The class to be used as parent could be constructed, having a generic list type, List<>, by chaining an arbitrary number of classes: The method produceLibrary builds a platform-specific library by combining the generic library BaseGraphicLibrary with the brand-specific drivers (represented by the two classes NVIDIASupport and ATISupport) and wrapping the result, if required on the specific platform, with the class CygwinAdapter, which emulates a Linux-like environment on Windows operating systems.
In this way the compilation of the same source produces customized versions of the library depending on the execution platform. In other words, this approach can be used to write active libraries [2] , that is, libraries that interact dynamically with the compiler, providing better services, as meaningful error messages, library-specific optimizations and so on. Figure 1 shows the syntax and types of our conventional language. As already mentioned, to keep the presentation minimal we consider a class composition language with only one operator (extends). This conventional language is very similar to Featherweight Java (FJ for short), but the operator extends composes two class expressions, rather than the name of an existing class with a class body (base class). Figure 2 shows the typing rules and the generalized look-up function for the conventional language.
Formalization
The first four rules define the subtyping relation. Note that, since a class definition can contain many class names as subterms 7 , in our generalization a class can be a direct subtype of many others. However, method look-up function mbody gives precedence to the left operand as in standard FJ.
Rule (METHOD-T) is as in FJ, typing rules for expressions are also as in FJ and are omitted.
The typing judgment ∆; C ce: C , fds, mhs assigns a class type to a class expression ce appearing as (subterm of) the definition of class C (needed to type method bodies in base classes in ce). This class type models the type information which can be extracted from ce, and consists of three components: a set C of class names (those appearing as subterms in ce, which are, hence, the direct supertypes of C ), a set of field declarations and a set of method headers extracted from method declarations. As usual, we assume that these sets are well-formed only if a field (method) name appears only once, and write dom to denote the set of declared names. In rule (E X T E N D S -T), this assumption implicitly ensures that a method can be overriden only with the same type, whereas the additional side condition prevents hiding of fields (both are standard FJ requirements).
In rule (PROGRAM-T), standard FJ typing rule for programs is generalized to open programs, that is, programs which can refer to already compiled classes, modeled by the cp :: = class C = ce left-side class type environment ∆. We denote by ∆, ∆ concatenation of two class type environments with disjoint domain. Reduction rules are as in FJ and are omitted. The only difference is that the auxiliary function mbody needs to be generalized, as shown in the figure, to take into account that extends composes two class expressions, rather than the name of an existing class with a class body. We omit the analogous trivial generalization of the function fields. Figure 3 shows how the conventional language is extended to allow customizable composition operators.
As already mentioned, this is achieved by two steps: first, meta-expressions, that is, (expressions denoting) class expressions, are added to conventional expressions, as shown in the second production. These meta-expressions have a special primitive type code which is added to types (fourth production, and typing rules in the last section of the figure). In particular, a class expression is seen as a value of type code (third production).
Moreover, such meta-expressions can appear as class definitions in the program (first production).
Then, compile-time execution consists in reducing this (generalized) program to a conventional program, where all right-hand sides of class declarations are values, that is, class expressions. This is modeled by the relation p −→ p , whose steps are meta-reduction steps, that is, steps of reduction of a meta-expression. More precisely, as formalized by Lagorio, Servetto and Zucca 
rules (E X T E N D S -1) and (E X T E N D S -2).
We consider now the issue of soundness. Compile-time execution can: (1) not terminate; (2) get stuck; (3) reduce to a program where the right-hand-side of some class declaration is a value different from a class expression; (4) reduce to a program where some class declaration is ill-typed; (5) reduce to a well-typed program.
In this paper, we do not consider termination issues. Termination of compile-time execution could be enforced by restricting the language subset which can be used at the meta-level, at the price of reducing the expressive power, breaking the intuition that classes can be defined by using the conventional run-time language, and making the approach more complicate.
To prevent (2)-(3)-(4), hence to guarantee that compile-time execution always produces a well-typed program when terminates, we can take different approaches. In this paper, we propose a simple technique which integrates meta-reduction with typechecking, as shown in Figure 4 .
In this approach, reduction of a program involves some typechecking steps, which can either succeed or fail. In the latter case the program reduces to error.
More in detail, during compile-time execution each class declaration class C = e Lagorio, Servetto and Zucca • empty annotation: initial state, no check has been performed yet;
• annotation code: e is a well-typed meta-expression;
• annotation CT , for some class type CT : e is (a well-typed meta-expression which denotes) a well-typed class expression of type CT .
We will usep as metavariable for annotated programs. More precisely, checked compiletime execution is defined on annotated programs of the following form:
p :: = cp:∆ cp :code [class C = e:code] p | error where square brackets denote optionality, and e is not of the form ce. Moreover, for any cp conventional program, cp:code is the program obtained by annotating each class declaration by code, and, for any ∆ s.t. dom(cp) = dom(∆), cp:∆ is the program obtained by annotating each class declaration with the type associated in ∆ to the corresponding class name.
We have assumed (without any loss of generality) that in an annotated program the cp:∆ part comes first, then the cp:code part, then the others. In particular, in the initial program conventional class declarations appear first and are annotated code. Moreover, reduction rules ensure that at each intermediate step there is at most one class declaration which has been annotated code but is not reduced yet (this is formalized later by the subject reduction property, that is, Theorem 2.2).
Rule (META-RED) models a (safe) meta-reduction step. Indeed, meta-reduction is only performed w.r.t. a conventional program cp which has been previously succesfully typechecked. Note that, here as in the following two rules, there can be another portion of the program cp which has already been reduced, but for which it is still impossible to perform a conventional typechecking step. This happens when cp refers to some class names whose definition is still unavailable, see the first example in the following.
Rule (META-CHECK) and (META-CHECK-ERROR) model a typechecking step at the meta-level. That is, the first class declaration in the program which is not annotated yet is examined, to check that its right-hand side e is a well-typed meta-expression. The expression is typechecked w.r.t. to the portion of the conventional program cp which has been already successfully typechecked. If the typechecking step succeeds, then the class declaration is annotated code. Otherwise, an error is raised only if it is not possible to perform a further conventional typechecking step on cp , since any non-empty subset of cp refers to some class names whose definition is still unavailable. This is expressed by the side-condition: closed (∆, p) holds when p only refers to class names that are either in dom(∆) or in dom(p) itself (the trivial formal definition is omitted).
Rule (CHECK) and (CHECK-ERROR) model a conventional typechecking step. A successful typechecking step takes place if there is a portion of the conventional program cp which can be typechecked w.r.t. the current class type environment ∆. An error is raised, instead, if no successful typechecking step is possible and, moreover, there is no hope it will be possible in the future, since either cp only refers to class names which are already available, or there are no other class definitions to reduce.
We show now some examples illustrating how checked compile-time execution works. Compile-time execution checks that class C is well-typed. Note that it is not possible to check class D since it refers to class E that has no associated class expression yet. Hence, expression new C().m() is checked to be of type code. At this point, reduction of this expression can take place, and finally the resulting class D is checked to be well-typed. Finally, also the class D is verified to be well-typed.
The second example shows a case when compile-time execution terminates with an error. Compile-time execution checks that class C is well-typed,and then checks whether the expression new C().k() is of type code. This is not the case, since class C has no methods named k. Moreover, because no standard typechecking steps are possible, since there are no other classes, an error is raised.
In the last example we abbreviate by B the base class { int one(){ return new C().k(); } }. Compile-time execution checks that class C is well-typed, then checks that the expression new C().m() is of type code, then reduces this expression. Finally, the check that the resulting class D is well-typed fails since class C has no methods named k.
This example also illustrates that standard typechecking of class expressions only takes place when they are associated to a class name in the class table. For instance, the fact that base class B is ill-typed is known from the beginning, but is only detected when B is associated to D. This choice allows for more expressive power, at the cost of a later error detection. In further work we will investigate smarter strategies allowing to discover some inconsistencies earlier, for instance using type constraints as in [1] .
In order to state our soundness result, we define a judgment p OK which states that Soundness is formally expressed by the usual progress and subject reduction properties. Proofs are in the Appendix. 
Conclusion
The main contribution of this paper is to introduce, in a class-based typed language with nominal types, the idea of blending class composition operators into conventional expressions, thus using meta-programming as a flexible tool for composing software. Moreover, we have proposed a lightweight approach to guarantee safety. For the sake of simplicity, we have illustrated the approach on a very simple class composition language; however, the generalization to a richer language, such as that proposed in [7, 6] , should pose no substantial problems.
Metaprogramming approaches can be classified by two properties: whether the metalanguage coincides with the conventional language (the so-called meta-circular approach), and whether the code generation happens during compilation. MetaML [12] , Prolog [10] and OpenJava [13] are meta-circular languages, while C++ [5] , D [3], Meta-trait-Java [8] and MorphJ [4] use a specialized meta-language. 8 Almost any dynamically typed language allows some sort of meta-circular facility, typically by offering an eval function. Such a function allows to run arbitrary code, represented by an input string. Regarding code generation, MetaML and Prolog performs the computation at run time, while C++, D, Meta-trait-Java, MorphJ and OpenJava use compile-time execution. Again, dynamically typed languages providing an eval function allow runtime meta-programming. The work presented in this paper lies in the area of meta-circular compile-time execution.
Among the above mentioned approaches, [13] is the one showing more similarities with ours. OpenJava offers the ability to define new language constructs, on top of Java, using meta-circular compile-time execution. Programmers can define new constructs by writing meta-classes, that is, particular Java classes which instruct the OpenJava compiler on how to perform the type-driven translation. These meta-classes use the reflection-based Meta Object Protocol (MOP) to manipulate the source code and provide its translation. However, their approach is definitely lower level than ours and we have a very different
